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I want to open with a land acknowledgement and a minute of silence; We are standing on 
indigenous Tongva, Kuruvunga, and Chumash land.  I ask that we take a minute of silence for all 
of the Black and Latino that have wrongfully died while in police custody here in Los Angeles, 
in California, and nationwide. We also mourn the deaths of people due to Covid-19 and the 
California wild fires resulting from climate change.  
 
I would like to take a moment to show my gratitude for the Deaf Parented Interpreters working 
and providing emotional labor to the communities they belong to in the Deaf World and the 
spoken language world/”hearing world” both in their professional capacity and in their personal 
lives. I am also grateful for the Sign Language Interpreters that are part of the essential 
workforce of Southern California and nationwide and that are out in the community providing 
accessibility and communication.  
 
 

● Ongoing participation & meetings in the Bylaws Committee 
● Attended SCRID Oct planning meeting Tuesday, 8/18, 7-8pm  
● Attended RID Townhall meetings RID Structure Meetings - National and DPI Member 

Section.  
● Aorta may have openings for facilitating workshops in 2021. I am waiting to hear from 

them.  
● September 24th 2020 - Happy International Day of Sign Languages!  #IDSignLanguages 

#IWDeaf https://wfdeaf.org/iwdeaf2020/ 
● National Hispanic Heritage Month 2020 in United States will begin on Tuesday, 

September 15 and ends on Thursday, October 15 
● Moment of silence for passing of a Deaf family matriarch Maria Antonietta Arellano 

(9/26/1935-10/3/2020) 
● Deaf MAL Jerring George initiated the discussion for organizational name change from 

SCRID to “Southern California Association of Sign Language Interpreters.” Part of the 
discussion pertains to the establishment of the field of Deaf Sign Language Interpreters, 
and removing patronizing and patriarchal language in our organizational name.  

● Had board meetings to discuss the name change for ID-MAL to Deaf Parented Sign 
Language Interpreter. It was suggested that I conduct a poll. So I informally conducted a 
poll in two different DPI groups with the question: If you had to choose, how would you 
identify: 1. Sign Language Interpreter 2. Interpreter. Someone added a third option: 3. 



ASL Interpreter. Out of a group of 41 people only 10 replied: 8, option 1 Sign Language 
Interpreters; 3, option 3 ASL Interpreter; and 0, option 2 - Interpreter.  

● Finally concluded the second version of my motion that included an informative and 
culturally relevant rationale for name change from Interpreters with Deaf Parents to Deaf 
Parented Sign Language Interpreters. The proposals for the bylaws revision via email is 
robust. Therefore, I am including the original rationale in my report. Lastly, Email 
referendum voting for eligible members is from October 5 to December 12, 2020 
 
On June 19, 2015, the vote in favor of changing the RID IDP member section name to 
RID Deaf Parented culminated. The National RID DPI Member Section's mission is to 
“promote greater understanding and awareness of the values of the Deaf Community as 
well as the skills, dedication and sensibilities that interpreters with deaf parents continue 
to offer to the interpreting profession.” It is in this spirit, I submit changing the name to 
Deaf Parented Sign Language Interpreter – Member-at-Large. DPSLI members are both 
Deaf Parented Sign Language Interpreters (DPSLI) that hear and Deaf Sign Language 
Interpreters (DSLI). At the local level, creating awareness and professional development 
opportunities is an understatement, but there is a lot of work to be done. In fact, the 
combined efforts of Interpreters, Translators, and Captioners to obtain an exemption from 
Assembly Bill 5 made it clear for me that the guarantees of the Americans with Federal 
Disabilities Act protected Deaf people’s right to qualified Sign Language Interpreters, 
and strengthened the petition for the exemption. Therefore, petition to obtain the 
exemption gave way to more possibility.  
  
In Southern California we must continue to promote of awareness, so that we may serve 
the diverse communities of Deaf, DeafBlind, DeafDisabled, Hard of Hearing, Late 
Deafened, Codas (DDBDDHHLDC) of Southern California, and provide accessibility 
both to non-signers and signers alike. I was recently reminded about this reality when a 
receptionist mistook my ASL/English Sign Language Interpretation services for that of a 
Foreign Language Interpreter. At an assignment a Deaf person was rescheduling a follow 
up appointment, and the receptionist asked if the Deaf patient needed a Spanish Language 
Interpreter. The Deaf person kindly said no and smiled and said SIGN LANGUAGE 
INTERPRETER. 
  
Although many in our field sign INTERPRETER in the community, there are groups in 
our community that still signs SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETER, such as our elders, 
and DDBDDHHLDC people when are confirming Sign Language Interpretation services 
for their appointments. I share these two short situational experiences to share the value 
placed on preserving our distinction as Sign Language Interpreters. Among heritage 
signers the value of adding “sign language” in within as it pertains to any RID related 
names and texts have been discussed. But the reality is that we are in a field where we, 



DSLI and DPSLI Heritage Signers, are in the minority and well we stick to tradition and 
conventions.  
  
Moreover, as an ASL/English/Spanish Trilingual Sign Language I have an interest in 
English writing conventions and the interactions with the sign languages in the Deaf 
World. For instance, these English written examples lean towards having a three-letter 
acronym: National Association of the Deaf (NAD), Word Federation of The Deaf 
(WFD), and American Sign Language. It would seem that this English written convention 
of having a formal name consists of having three words with the corresponding 
three-lettered is necessary. However, one can look to Australia and Guatemala to counter 
this written convention. In Australia, Australian Sign Language is abbreviated maybe by 
the spoken sound of Australian English or because ASL was not available, or maybe 
both. In Guatemala, Lengua de señas de guatemala is abbreviated LenSeGua.  
  
Lastly, the motion is a move to re-centering of the Deaf community and Sign Language 
within the broader society through awareness about our values and the various sign 
languages used in Southern California by heritage signers and their children that have 
chosen the Deaf Parented Sign Language Interpreters as a practice and career.  


